Let’s explore the tools you have on i-d-e-e.

Students have six tools at disposal: My results, Inbox, Interactive Grammar, My notes, Online activities and Glossaries. Soon you will have more, as well as the Student community.
Here you can check your answers and your average. This section is divided in: Books, where you can check the exercises from the Workbook; Games and Tests, where you can check the results of games and tests created by your teacher.

By clicking here you can see the activity and check your mistakes.

Select the unit.

Here you can find more detailed results.
In this section you will find all the messages and assignments that your teacher has sent to you or to your class. By clicking on the title you will be able to read them and answer if needed.
In this section you can find a visual grammar tutor, with explanations (in Italian) for a dynamic review of grammatical phenomena and structures.
If you need to take a note, you can use this tool. To add a new note, click on + New.
Here you will find all the online activities (webquest) connected to the course book you are using.
In this section you will find the **glossary** of your book translated in all the main languages.